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THE GROWING
OMNICHANNEL
IMPERATIVE

THE TWO THINGS CUSTOMERS
EXPECT FROM YOUR BRAND
CHANNELS
Customers expect connection and consistency across all your
brand channels. In fact, 68% of the trillion-dollar millennial

WHY YOUR CUSTOMER KNOWS
YOUR BRAND BETTER THAN
YOU DO
Consumer technology, and in particular exponentially
increasing mobile use, has tipped the scales of power in
the favor of consumers. Customers now know more about
products and brands than the actual brands do. Digitally
savvy consumers are now at the center of what analysts
call the “Age of the Customer”.

demographic expect integrated, seamless experiences regardless
of their touchpoint with your company.1 By 2018, Forrester
estimates that digital technology will influence almost 60% of all
physical store retail transactions—worth US$1.8 trillion.2
In response to these growing demands from digitally savvy
consumers, more companies recognize the need to adopt an
experience-driven, omnichannel commerce strategy.
The technology and tools exist, allowing companies to improve
targeting, personalization and the customer experience.
The big question is how and where do you start?

1.
2.

Forrester Research, US Cross-Channel Retail Forecast 2012 To 2017, Sucharita
Mulpuru, Oct. 29, 2013.
ibid

UNDERSTAND WHERE
YOU STAND TODAY
HOW TO ENGAGE YOUR EXECUTIVES ABOUT
EXPERIENCE-DRIVEN COMMERCE IN 20 MINUTES
You believe that your organization could benefit greatly from omnichannel, experiencedriven commerce. However, as with all major corporate initiatives, getting leaders onboard is
paramount. The C-Suite needs to understand the potential of experience-driven commerce for
your organization. The question is: how do you go about starting the conversation?
One proven way to begin is to assess your organization’s status visa-vis its readiness for
omnichannel commerce. Exactly where is your business in its ability to meet the ever-growing
expectations of a tech-savvy, informed and empowered consumer?
To help you evaluate your organization, we developed the 20-minute Advanced Commerce
Maturity Scale. The Advanced Commerce Maturity Scale is a self-assessment tool that
measures four dimensions critical to experience-driven commerce success.

How does the ACMS work?
What value will it bring to my organization?

Which of the 16
advanced commerce
personalities is your
organization?

Watch the Video >
(45 seconds)

Take the Test Today >
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ORGANIZATION

STRATEGY

Are the skills, operations, metrics

Is the quality of digital commerce, and

and accountabilities related to digital

the digital experiences that comprise it, a

experience and digital commerce

divisional responsibility, or an obsession of

outsourced, isolated in specific business

your entire company? How concerned are

groups, or shared across your entire

C-suite executives with digital strategy and

organization?

for how long has this been the case?

INTERACTION

TECHNOLOGY

Does your company interact with

How close is your company’s technology

customers through one voice, giving them

infrastructure to the current state-of-the-

a unified experience regardless of channel

art in enterprise software? Do business

or touchpoint? Does it listen with one set of

units rely on homegrown applications

ears to continually update a single, shared

and aging architecture, or do they have

and reliable profile of customers that is

access to the latest commercial platforms

available to your entire organization?

and integration capabilities?
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Are you a
commerce
underdog or
digital all-star?

GET A CUSTOM ADVANCED COMMERCE
PERSONALITY PROFILE
Depending on your answers, the assessment will assign your company a “maturity
profile.” The custom profile will detail the challenges and opportunities your
organization might face -- as well as potential next steps to act on. The profile
allows you to evaluate how different products, solutions, and strategies might
affect experience-driven commerce initiatives given your current level of maturity. It
generates a road map for “growing up” the scale.
The test provides you with the perfect door opener to the C-suite. You can share
results with them. Better still, get them to take the assessment for themselves and
then share individual results to see whether they have common perceptions about the
organization.
Which of the 16 Personalities is your organization?
Assess Your Maturity Today >
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COMMERCE
MATURITY
PROFILES

IFDL

The Prisoner of Technology

IFDP

The Contender

IFCL

The Status Quo Leader

IFCP

The Digital All-Star

If you don’t actually take the
assessment now, keep it in
mind for the future and keep

ITDL

The Omnichannel Seeker

ITDP

The Omnichannel Architect

ITCL

The Omnichannel Engineer

ITCP

The Omnichannel Expert

reading. The next section of this
eBook will help you prepare for
conversations with key decision
makers you’ll need to have
to move them forward along

AFDL

The Digital Journeyman

AFDP

The Technology Pioneer

AFCL

The Experience Artisan

AFCP

The Experience Champion

the path toward omnichannel
commerce.

Take the Test Today >

ATDL

The Underdog

ATDP

The Frustrated Technologist

ATCL

The MacGyver

ATCP

The Centre of Excellence

Lowest maturity
Emerging maturity
Average maturity
Developed maturity
Highest maturity
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HOW TO TALK ABOUT OMNICHANNEL
COMMERCE WITH KEY DECISION
MAKERS
Now that you know your organization’s advanced commerce
personality, it is time for conversations with your executive team.
Different players will have different levels of understanding
regarding what an omnichannel strategy consists of and how to
leverage existing processes as well as new technologies. Each
will have their own set of driving forces to harness and myths to
challenge. In this section, we discuss some of their perceptions,
goals and concerns that you may encounter.
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A CONVERSATION
WITH YOUR CEO
CEOs are confronting the need to transform while still growing
annually and they are facing an era of unprecedented change.
Disruptive technologies have blind-sided whole industries and
continue to do so.
The C-suite is trying to envision a future fifty years from now in which
your company still exists. Uncertainty reigns regarding how to shape
future company strategic direction.
They are demanding innovation, pressing the company forward. They
will be quick to see the value of adopting an omnichannel commerce
strategy as a competitive advantage. They will look to outside
expertise to help drive the strategy.

“What’s our future
business model?
How do we prepare for
a future we can’t see?”
9

CEO
THEIR
CONCERNS

THEIR
GOALS

CEOs have seen industries get blindsided

CEOs want to shift their business into

by technologies that rapidly obsolesce their

hyper drive - accelerate the speed

business model. Their main concern is to identify

of business activities, from product

those technologies that have the potential to

development to customer response.

sideline the business and understand how they

At the same time, they want to create

can use them to advantage – before getting

resilient organizations and systems

wiped out.

that are future proof and agile enough
to survive “the unknown.”

Your organization’s brand has been around for
a long time. The people and processes it has
used to achieve success yesterday may not be
the same as are required today. The CEO will be
concerned about encouraging people to “think
young” and may buy external expertise to lead
the process.
Most organizations have spent a bundle on IT
systems that look like they are now obsolete.
CEOs may be asking, “How can we leverage the
old systems and remain relevant to customers?”
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CEO

3 KEY POINTS TO MAKE

Customers expect a uniform
experience across your
brand.

Customers are expecting
great digital experiences in
step with their other digital
experiences.

WHAT TO ASK

Technologies exist that
make this possible
without replacing legacy
systems.

HOT BUTTONS

Ask them to champion an
omnichannel strategy.

Lack of internal ability to
innovate

Ask for permission to
experiment.

Don’t understand the digital
economy / millennials
Legacy systems cannot
adapt fast enough
11

A CONVERSATION WITH YOUR
MARKETING DECISION MAKER
Of all of the people in an organization, the marketing decision maker or CMO
will likely best understand an omnichannel strategy, because they are already
contending with multi-channel communications. They will see that unless the
company adopts an omnichannel strategy, the brand and the business will
suffer. The CMO is the most likely to champion omnichannel commerce, so it
makes sense to get this person on-board as soon as possible.
It is quite likely they already accept the idea of moving toward multiple
customer touchpoints and treating the customer as a single individual across
those touchpoints.
They also probably already have some kind of content management system
that might span multiple touchpoints, for example across their web site,
Facebook and mobile application. What the organization won’t have is an
ecommerce system that works across all three. And, maybe the in-store
experience is completely divorced from any online experiences.

“Our competitors are able to
offer multiple touchpoints
and see customers as single
individuals. We have to get
there more quickly.”
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MARKETING
THEIR GOALS
Their goals will be to expand and enable new customer
touchpoints and a common brand experience as quickly
as possible. But, they are likely held back, either by their
content management system, their ecommerce system, or
their back-end legacy systems. Or all three.

THEIR CONCERNS
Speed to market. Your competitors are ahead, able to offer
in store experiences that integrate digital with physical
shopping. Why can’t your organization? CMOs know that
there is a window that might close if your organization can’t
rapidly shift to omnichannel commerce.
Mistrust of old systems. They may have thought that CRM
systems could handle all customer touchpoints and are
feeling burned by them. They mistrust the old technology,
but don’t know what to adopt instead.
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MARKETING

3 KEY POINTS TO MAKE

There are technologies
available that will
accelerate the process.

These technologies won’t
stop us from adapting in
the future.

WHAT TO ASK

We can start with a
showcase project to
demonstrate success.

HOT BUTTONS

Ask them to champion an
omnichannel strategy.

No aggregate customer
view

Ask them where they think
the biggest “wins” would be.

Inability to develop
personalized marketing
campaigns

Ask for support to hire a
digital agency or systems
integrator.

Inconsistent brand
experiences across
channels
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A CONVERSATION WITH YOUR
IT DECISION MAKER
Your CIO, oversees the whole digital ecosystem involved with omnichannel
commerce transformation: BSS, OSS, WFM, CRM, Online Sales and Care, and
CMS.
They’ve spent years building these systems to support multiple business
processes. Or, they have inherited them. Either way, the new imperative
for multiple customer touchpoints has thrown a monkey wrench into these
heavily orchestrated legacy systems. A lot of money has been spent trying to
get them to talk to other systems and incorporate new features.
CIOs will see that factors driving multiple customer touchpoints aren’t going to
go away and will support the corporate strategy for omnichannel commerce.

“How can we leverage
our legacy systems
and make any new
technologies as future
proof as possible?”

They might feel held back by legacy systems and at the same time will balk at
getting rid of them.
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IT
THEIR
GOALS

THEIR
CONCERNS

•

Identify new technologies that

Point to point integrations between new

create differentiation through new

technologies and back end systems are

business models that grow profit

expensive and time consuming. Often the talent

and deliver money-saving market

that built them leaves and then no one knows

efficiencies.

how they work. Alternatively, they are created
using vendor-proprietary languages that no one

•

Support the corporate strategy for

knows how to use anymore.

omnichannel commerce in the most
cost-effective and future proof way

IT budgets are expected to remain relatively

possible with technologies that are

flat. As a result, disruptive technologies and

flexible.

next-generation business models must be
funded by optimizing existing investments.
Legacy systems are not easy to work with, but
we the organization can’t just rip and replace
them.
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IT

4 KEY POINTS TO MAKE

Omnichannel
commerce is a
reality that we
need to move
toward quickly.

There are
technologies
available that will
accelerate the
process – an API
strategy is key.

Those technologies
won’t stop us from
adapting in the future
and they don’t require
eliminating legacy
systems.

WHAT TO ASK
Ask them to help make an
omnichannel strategy possible.
Ask for support to hire a digital
agency or systems integrator

We can start
with a showcase
project to
demonstrate
success.

HOT BUTTONS
Single-vendor, monolithic
solutions
Proprietary programming
languages
Customization
The Cloud
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NEXT
STEPS
What’s stopping your organization from achieving omnichannel, experience-driven
commerce? You can get there. Including the key decision-makers in the assessment
process and digital conversations will ultimately help you to progress on experiencedriven commerce maturity faster, so that you can be more competitive long-term.

1

2

3

Take the Assessment

Share the Results

Get Help

Understand where your

Ask other people to take the

With so many moving parts to contend

organization is along the

assessment as well to see if

with, look to build an internal team lead

omnichannel commerce

there is agreement across your

by external experts to help guide you

maturity scale.

organization.

through the process.

Take the Test Today >

Contact Us >

Start down the path toward experience-driven commerce
sales@elasticpath.com

|

North America +1-800-942-5282

|

Europe +44-1189-485-400

|

Worldwide +1-604-408-8078

5 TAKEAWAYS
FROM THIS
EBOOK
1

Understand where you are today. Which of the 16
advanced commerce personalities is your organization?

2

C-Suite support must be unanimous. The CEO, CIO and CMO
must ALL support moving toward an omnichannel strategy.

3

Act quickly. It used to take 12- 18 months to make decisions regarding new
technologies. Now, 6 – 9 months is more reasonable. Less for retailers.

4

Make incremental changes not monolithic ones. “We have decided to go with
this technology now, knowing that we might have to change it in the future.”

5

Don’t be afraid to fail. Forget about your ego. Don’t hold tight to decisions that
are wrong. Let go of things that don’t work and don’t blame people for trying.

Thank you for reading
Enjoyed this eBook? Here is the next step:

The New Retail Experience - White Paper
Perhaps no other industry is being transformed by the hands of
technology as much as retail. This white paper will help retailers and
branded manufacturers adapt their businesses to monetize digital
experiences and prepare for the future of retail.
Download Now >

About Elastic Path
Elastic Path helps the world’s biggest brands generate billions in revenue with its
patented ecommerce technologies. The company’s flexible enterprise software
seamlessly brings omnichannel ecommerce directly into marketing clouds and experience
management platforms – enabling a complete digital customer journey that maximizes
engagement and drives higher revenue. Elastic Path customers are innovators who seek
ultimate flexibility and business agility, such as McGraw-Hill Education, Virgin Media, Time
Inc., LVMH, Western Union, Garmin, TIBCO, Wine.com.br, TeliaSonera, Kiabi, Gina Tricot,
and Motability. For more information, visit www.elasticpath.com.

